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GU Drafts Smoking Policy
Administrators Question Clarity of District Mandate
By Marion Davis
HOYA Staff Writer
In response to the new District Smoking Regulation Act passed last December, Georgetown issued its first official
smoking policy Aug. 5, limiting the
number of areas where both students and
faculty can smoke on campus.
Both the act and the university policy
limit smoking in public, academic and
administrative places on campus. It is
unclear how the act and the policy will
affect smoking in private areas on campus, such as dormitory rooms, halls and

res
re-

apartments.

the

The District’s act, written in general
terms, officially took effect throughout
the city before its specific regulations
werc issued. Now the university is trying
to clarify and decipher the language of
the act to see how it applies to Geor-
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Slovenian Prime Minister Lojze Peterle called on the United States to recognize his newly independent state.
ste

Slovenian Speaks to 300 in Reiss
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Slovenian Prime Minister Lojze
Peterle yesterday issued a strong plea for
the international community to recognize the independence of Slovenia, the
republic that broke away from Yugos-

eir
nhe
2st

lavia last June.
“We are not asking . . . but expecting
recognition from the United States after
the situation [in Yugoslavia] has calmed
down,”

Peterle said to an audience of

over 300 people who packed an
auditorium in Reiss.
Slovenia, whose citizens voted for

independence in December 1990, is a
“de facto” independent nation and
should be recognized as such by the
international community, Peterlc said.
He pointed to the withdrawal of the
Yugoslav federal army from Slovenian
territory, the implementation of
Sce MINISTER, p.5
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The university policy, which was
designed by a committee of six faculty
and six administration members from
the university’s main, medical and law
campuses, will be fully implemented by
Nov. 21, National Smokeout Day.
In the meantime, departments have
been instructed to devise their own plans
to regulate smoking in work areas and to
instruct all faculty and staff orally and in
writing of the new policy.
After Nov. 21, smoking will be
restricted to clearly marked, designated

smoking areas, which for the main campus, must be approved by acting vice
president of academic affairs Richard B.
Schwartz.
Schwartz said he would probably
allow for certain designated smoking
areas within buildings, but he said for
the most part, he wanted no smoking in
any public place on campus. “I don’t
think it’s fair for anyone to be forced to
breathe someone else’s passive smoke,”
he said.
However, Schwartz said he did not like

the idea of designated smoking areas
because “space on this campus is so
precious. We need every inch we have
for classrooms, conference rooms, offices. . . We can’t afford to give up that
space for the small minority of smokers
on this campus.”
The university policy states designated smoking areas must be “rooms
that have closed doors and floor-to-ceiling partitions,” as well as “outdoor locations where smokers will not block the
entrance of persons to a building or subject non-smokers to excessive amounts
of smoke.”
The actual effects of the policy might
be harsher than the text suggests, however.
In a letter sent to all main campus
deans,

chairs

and

directors,

Schwartz

said he was in favor of prohibiting smoking in areas such as the walkway in front
of Reiss, the walkways in front of Healy

and Copley and the entrance to ICC in
Red Square.
“One acceptable place for people to
smoke might be the back corner of Red
Square next to Copley. That might be
OK as long as they are not in anyone’s
way,” he said.
Areas where smoking has been explicitly banned are classrooms, conference rooms, computer facilities
indoor athletic facilities, and all common and public areas such as stairwells,

3

elevators, lobbies and restrooms.

The effects of the new policy will be
noticed markedly in Lauinger Library,
where smoking used to be allowed in the
study lounges on the second and fourth
floors. Smoking has now been
prohibited in the entire building and in
its immediate surroundings.
According to Associate University
Librarian Bob Dugan, the Lauinger administration submitted a request to
Schwartz to allow for a closed smoking
lounge in the library, but the proposal
was rejected.

“The policy states that the only time
that we can use a smoking area is if that
is the only thing it is uscd for. We just
don’t have cnough space here for that,”
Dugan said.
Schwartz said people who are studying in Lauinger could easily walk out of
the building and onto the corner of 37th
and N streets to smoke. “That, to me, is

See POLICY, p.3

‘A Country Club Obsessed With B-ball’
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District Students Reveal Their Assumptions, Impressions of Life on the Hilltop

“So, where do you go to school?”

When students from different universities answer this question, the name
of their school conjures up varying images. “University of Florida” can
mean, ‘‘l know how to party.’’ Saying
“U.C.-Berkeley” usually means, “I’m
liberal.” A response like “Harvard” or
“MIT” is usually taken to mean, “I’m
intellectually superior than you.”
But what does “Georgetown” mean?
How do people beyond Healy Gates
view Georgetown students? Are we
perceived as a bunch of snobby rich

kids or do people see us as down-toearth, hard-working students?
Saying “I go to Georgetown” usually elicits different responses. In a
series of interviews conducted at four
local universities — American,

Catholic, Howard and George
VOU
ington — students talked about
what they thought of Georgetown students.
Georgetown’s image as a basketball
powerhouse came to mind for many
students. For one American University
undergraduate, the name “Alonzo

Mourning” summed up the whole
school. According to Howard’s Derek
Rogers, “Georgetown is really Alonzo
Mourning, John Thompson and

Patrick Ewing.”
Steve Dorfman, an international rela-

tions major from George Washington,
took it a step further. “Not as many
people know as much about the school
as [they do] the team,” he said. In addition, he complained that the stores
near his campus sold only Georgetown
shirts because of the popularity of the
Hoyas.
However, to many other area stu-

dents, Georgetown is much more than
a basketball school: academics factor
into the Hoya image as well.
Many people first reacted with a dry
“good school” when asked about Georgetown but then focused on the
school’s competitive aspect. Antoine

Sabbagh, a senior finance major from
American University, said, “I like it as
a university. The students are serious
academically, at least more serious

than at AU.”
One Catholic University junior
agreed, and said she saw a typical
Georgetown student as “very career
[and] goal-oriented, very hard-working — serious about their studies.”
Others, however, did not place Geor-

getown or its students on a pedestal.
Tyson Boudreaux, a freshman

microbiology major at Howard, said,
“We don’t look down or up at it; we
see it as an equal.”
Several students showed signs of bitSee VIEW, p.3

UPHEAVAL IN THE SOVIET UNION
What Does It Mean For Georgetown?

By Alison Hunter
HOYA Staff Writer

Classes at Georgetown
By Courtney Dow
and Patrick Lord

HOYA Staff Writers

Several Georgetown professors
who teach classes relating to the
Soviet Union have reevaluated their
syllabi as a result of the dramatic
events occurring in the Soviet Union
over the last several weeks.
Although professors in the history,
economics and government departments said the failed coup and the
redefinition of the Soviet Union have
breathed new life into their courses,

they also said issues relevant before
the coup are still important to study
today.

|

Soviet Union on the evening of Aug.
19, he thought he might never see his
native Moscow again.
Right-wing coup leaders had
claimed control of the government,
and the sweeping political reforms
that Sisnev reported on while working as a journalists for a Soviet radio
show appeared in jeopardy. The 28year-old Sisnev — who has interviewed public figures such as former
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze and ABC news anchor
Peter Jennings — said that tensions
in the Soviet Union were high before

Stuart S. Brown, assistant professor of economics, said that although

is irreversible,” Sisnev said. “Once

he was “constantly revamping” his
notes for his class entitled “Socialist
Reform and The World Economy,”
he still found it necessary to teach
about the structures of a command
economy.
“To understand the changes [in the
Soviet economy] you must under-

people get a fresh breath of
democracy, they can never let it go.
That’s what has happened in the

stand the old system,” Brown said.
Before the coup, the Soviet

called Panorama, broadcasted twice

government could be explained in
terms of the power of the Communist
party, according to Angela Stent, a
government professor. Now that
Gorbachev has outlawed the ComSee CLASSES, p.5

which included a mix of music, news

Soviet Union,” he said.

Sisnev, who this fall joined the
Russian Area Studies Program
(RASP) at Georgetown, worked as
the host of a popular radio program
daily throughout the Soviet Union,
and sports.
Channel 2 of the Soviet radio
broadcasting system carried Sisnev’s
program.

Channel'

2, he said, was

officially responsible to the govern-

A apartments but plan to initiate several
interactive activities for the entire
university.
The idea for the program originated
last year among a small group of students in Copley. The students spent a
great deal of time in an informal setting
talking about race relations and the
various biases that each person held.
The students remarked on what they
said was a recent trend toward selfsegregation on college campuses. Christian Dorsey (SFS 93), one of The Colors
participants, said self-segregation “is
caused by misunderstanding.”
See PROJECT, p.5

Booey’s Finds Man
Trapped in Chimney
By Amy Lundy
HOYA Staff Writer

he left, but that he was still confident

that leaders of the attempted-coup
would fail.
“I believe that the course of history

causcasian,

Hispanic and Filipino participate in the
program.
Students involved in Colors are
grouped together in a cluster of Village

When Georgetown graduate stu-

Soviet Coup Affects

Beginning this semester, several
Georgetown students will have the opportunity to explore and promote racial
integration and understanding through
shared living quarters in a new housing
project called Colors.
Currently, 16 students from a wide
range of ethnic backgrounds including
African-American,

dent Andrei Sisnev flew out of the

RASP professors discuss the Soviet Coup at last night’s forum in ICC.

Group Explores Racial
Integration on Campus
By David Bosco and Scott Delacourt
HOYA Staff Writers

Once Live From Mosocow,
Reporter Flew the Coup

Kevin Haggard/The HOYA

Kevin Haggard/The HOYA

Students living in ‘Colors’ apartments are experimenting with integration.

Andrei Sisnev.

ment but more liberal than Channel
1, the Soviet national channel.
Channel 2 is known ‘as Mayak,
which means lighthouse. “Mayak is
very popular; it’s a bit like CNN
radio, but with a larger influence in
Russia,’” Sisnev said. ‘‘Our audience

is about 150 million people.”
Sisnev hosted the last Panorama
before the coup on the evening of
Aug. 19. When he woke up the next
morning, instead of the normal
broadcasting, Mayak was carrying
official announcements by the coup
plotters. “The same was true on the
television. Regular programs had
been replaced by decrees of state
See SISNEV, p.5

D.C. Metro Police charged a man who
lives
in the
apartment
over
Booeymonger’s restaurant with second
degree burglary Wednesday after res.
faurant owners found him trapped in the
base of their chimney early Wednesday
morning, according to Officer Daniel
Straub, a police spokesperson.

Garrel was trapped in the chimney
until approximately 6:30 a.m. when
Vogel opened the store, discovered the
man was trapped and called the fire
department. “At first when we heard a
voice asking for help, we thought there
were ghosts-in the walls,” Vogel said.
When police and the fire department
arrived, they used hatchets to break open
the brick foundation of the fireplace.
When

he was

freed, a “soot-covered”

the owners of Booeymonger’s.
But Garrel encountered two major
problems on his trek down the chimney.

Garrel was taken to Georgetown
University Hospital for treatment, according to Vogel. He was released Wednesday afternoon.
Vogel said he thought Garrel was
either
trying
to
burglarize
Booeymonger’s or to “get some more
beer because he would have had to have
been pretty drunk to pull a stunt like

First, according to Vogel, “We

that.”

Gary Warren

Garrel, 27, used bed-

sheets to lower himself from the roof of
the building through the chimney and
into Booeymonger’s at approximately 2
a.m.Wednesday after the restaurant had
closed, according to Ron Vogel, one of

have a

very small chimney, but [Garrel] was
not such a very small guy.” Secondly,
the fireplace opening at the bottom of the
chimney was sealed off with bricks.

Repeated attempts to contact Garrel
were unsuccessful. Yesterday afternoon, his apartment was open, but Gar-

rel was not home.
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By Sarah Thiemann
Molly Gower
Special to The HOYA
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From ‘Serious’ to ‘Snooty’: It’s GU
VIEW, from p.1
terness towards GU becasue many of
them wanted to go to Georgetown but
could not get in and had to settle for
‘‘safety schools’ like GW or American.
Mike Leshnower, a junior at American
University, said many students from
area campuses were “unamused with
Georgetown because they didn’t get in.”
Many area students observed that once
people were accepted to Georgetown,
they suffered from “tunnel vision” because they did not venture out into
downtown Washington enough. “Georgetown students keep to themselves. In
bars outside of the area we never see
Georgetown students,” according to one
GW student.
Catholic University junior Carrie
Scroeder, blamed Hoya “isolationism”

on inaccessibility to the Metro system.

rest of the city. We don’t meet enough

homogeneous.

students [from Georgetown] to have a
strong impression.”
One glaring image of the Hilltop pervaded the opinions of students from area
campuses. Many labeled Georgetown

same,” she said.

students as “snooty,” “exclusive,” “very
white,” “WASP-y,” “rich,” and “upper-

crust.” Anthony Albence of Catholic
University defined Georgetown as
“really rich, really snobbish, really exclusive. . . we wish we had as much
money.”
:
Ariane

Conrad,

a freshman

at GW,

people who go there are on the basketball team.” Joi Edwards and Kelley

for the rich and famous, some area stu-

Wright, both freshmen at Howard, said,

dents stereotyped what Georgetown students looked like. According to one
American University senior, Geor-

“The athletes are all black. Why don’t
they go to the black schools?”
Area students spoke frequently of
Georgetown’s recent controversies: involving racial criticism and religious
identity, but the Georgetown name conjures positive images as well.
One Catholic University freshman
said, “Georgetown? I partied there last
night.”

One Catholic University student added,

getown is mostly composed of people
who are “blonde haired, blue eyed, and

O’Brien,

another

Catholic

University student, said, “Some students
think [Georgetown] is the only school in
the District. It insulates itself from the

Several
students
criticized
Georgetown’s absence of religious and
multi-ethnic representation. Said one
GW sophomore: “I’m Jewish. Rumor
has it that [Georgetown] is point one
percent Jewish — one reason why I
didn’t go. I’m pretty open minded, but I
want to feel comfortable.”
The issues of race and diversity
dominated many attitudes about Georgetown, especially when students talked
about Georgetown’s basketball team.
Jesse Fenty, a sophomore engineering

described Georgetown as a “country
club,” attended by students just “wasting
their parents’ money.”
In addition to being marked as a school

“Georgetown students simply don’t interact much.”
Bob

All the guys look the

well bred.”
A freshman said she held the same
perception. “GW is more diverse than
Georgetown in the sense that people’s
tastes are more diverse. Georgetown is

major at Howard, said, “The only black

GU Implements New Smoking Policy
POLICY, from p.1
a better alternative” than a designated
smoking area in Lauinger, Schwartz
said.
Chris O’Connor, operations director

for Georgetown Dining Services, said
that his office has not yet been informed
of any smoking restrictions for the
cafeterias. He said he would consider it
“unusual” if the university chose to ban
smoking in the dining halls, “since we
have such a large percentage of the students who smoke.”
Smoking policies for university housing have not been established yet, but
they are being prepared by the Office of
Student Affairs. Administrators said
they are trying to clarify how the D.C.
law applies to dormitories. They are also
examining the legal issues surrounding
the definitions of private and public
places.
According to Georgetown University
Student Association (GUSA) President

Paul Pomeroy (SBA °92), students have
not been consulted about their views on
smoking policies.
Mary Ann Mahin, employee relations
manager and a leader in the creation of
the university smoking policy, said her
committee considered including students in its deliberations, but dropped

the idea because students were not on
campus when the policy was drafted.
Mahin said students should be affected only indirectly by the new policy.

“We didn’t make any decision about the

dormitories at all,” she said. “We were

very clear that our charge was limited,
and that [academic facilities] was our
charge.”
Response to the smoking policy has
been mixed. Many faculty and staff
members and most students are still unaware of the scope of the new restrictions.
Bennett

Hill, SJ, a professor in the

history department, said that the making
of a smoking policy required mutual
respect between smokers and nonsmokers. “I would object to a policy that
forbids faculty to smoke in their offices,” he said. “I would remind Dean

Schwartz that his predecessor, Father
Freeze, smoked very heavily.”
Some staff members applauded the
new law and Georgetown’s policy. “It’s
the wave of the future; especially when
you’re in a closed office environment
somebody smoking can be insufferable,”

said Jeff St.

Claire,

an

ad-

ministrative assistant in the government
department.
Students may find it harder to adjust to
the new policies. While according to the

Jim Mangan/THE HOYA

Office of Housing only four percent of
the Class of ’95 requested smoking
roommates for this year, in an informal
telephone poll of 120 students conducted Tuesday, 16 percent said they
smoked.
Some students said the university
should not try to regulate smoking in
campus dormitorics and apartments.
Nicola Volpi (SBA ’93), said although
he did not smoke,

he did not care

if

others did. “It’s not my decision whether
a person smokes or not. I don’t mind as
long as they don’t smoke in my face,” he
said.
Some students said they agreed with
the new smoking policy. “I’m happy
about the new rules. I hate smoking and
smokers and believe the new regulations
will encourage them to kick the habit,”
said one freshman. “Since when are the
rights of drug addicts more important
than mine?”
Final decisions on the implementation
of the university smoking policy will be
made when the District of Columbia
issues specific regulations to accompany the Act of 1990. Student response
to the policy should also become more
influcntial as students become aware of
the direct effect of the new policy on
their lifestyles.

Tsongas Speaks at GW Forum
By Matt Stevens
HOYA Staff Writer
Democratic hopeful Paul Tsongas, the
lone candidate in the 1992 presidential
race, brought his campaign to
Washington Wednesday, spelling out
his economic policy on domestic and
foreign affairs before a crowd of 430 at
George Washington University’s Marvin Center.
The former Massachusetts Senator
also fielded questions about his run for
the White House before meeting
privately with area college journalists
and representatives of the College
Democrats of America.
During his presentation, Tsongas
focused primarily on a restructuring of
U.S. economic policy abroad. His suggestions ranged from a “new economic
Marshall Plan” for the Soviet republics
to the creation of an Enterprise Corps
modeled on the Peace Corps to ease
Eastern Europe’s integration into the
Western economy.
In addition, Tsongas called for the
formation of an economic action group
to seek solutions to the problems the new
east

will

face

with

the

fall of com-

munism. Tsongas said the group would
include the Western industrial

“being plunged into foreign policy
crises over which we have no control

democracies, Soviet President Mikhail

whe soever, because we are addicted to

Gorbachev, and the presidents of the
Soviet republics, including Russian
President Boris Yeltsin.
Regarding his bid for the presidency,
Tsongas said he suffered from poor
name recognition and sporadic media
coverage in a race that is, by 1988 standards, slow to gather momentum.

the flow of foreign capital.”
According to Tsongas, even if he does
not win his party’s nomination, he still
wants to “make sure that whoever wins
it concentrates on economics.” He added
that Democrats suffered from a perception that they were weak on the subject.

If elected President, Tsongas said he

Tsongas discounted the belief
propounded by many pundits that he
cannot win the Presidency because he
was not receiving substantial recognition from the press.

would lead an cffort to reform tax laws
to encourage research and development,
and education and training.
During his lecture, Tsongas also
focused heavily on the theme of
economics, and he said the waning of the
Cold War meant, “Economics is real

power. Power is going to gravitate not to
those who can launch an army, but who
can write a check.”
According to Tsongas, new cconomic
policies must be implemented immediately because “the United States is today
the world’s greatest debtor nation. . .
Thank you, Ronald Reagan. Thank you,
George Bush,” he said.
Tsongas said the U.S.’s debtor status
creates for the U.S. the prospect of

In addition, the former senator said’ he

would not accept any donations from
political action committees (PACs) and
challenged other candidates to follow
his lead because of the growing dependence candidates have on PACs and the
interest groups that govern them.
Tsongas said his campaign would include “very chancy, risky ads,” which hc
described as his “hallmark.” He said one
such television advertisement would
subtly address lingering questions about
his health.
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Coup Hits H ome for GU Muscovite

GIFTS FOR THE DORM OR
- OFFICE AT SPECIAL BACK
TO SCHOOL PRICES

SISNEY, from p.1
emergency
said.

Regularly $49:95

$54.95

:

Md.

“Fortunately,

we

had

booked our tickets in advance. It would
have been very difficult to get tickets to
the U.S. otherwise,” he said.
Sisnev said he proceeded with his
vacation plans despite feeling a “moral
dilemma.”
“I could have stayed in Moscow and
gone out to the barricades [where Russian President Boris Yeltsin and his followers held out against the coup
leaders], but my father was ill here in
Washington, and my mother insisted
that I accompany her,” he said. If his
family had been all together in Moscow
at the time of the coup, Sisnev said they
would have stayed.

Desktop Printer Calculator cat.# 65-972 with bright 10 digit
flourescent display and four key memory. UL Listed.

SALE

Sisnev

Sisnev and his mother, also in Mos-

20-Memory Trim-Fone with lighted dial, switchable TouchTone/Pulse dialing, fits desk or wall. Catalog #43-581

$39.95

committees,”

cow at the time, had been planning a
vacation to the United States to visit his
father, a journalist who lives in Chevy
Chase,

SALE

Slovenia

Regularly $59-95

Dual-Powered Scientific Calculator cat.# 65-977A 87 func-

$15.95

Regularly $24-95

Valiant Automatic Hot Pot 32 oz. capcity with built in
thermostatic control.
$11.95 Special

1987, Sisnev attended the Foreign Journalism Department of the Moscow State

completely, there would be no meaning-

Institute

ful reason for him to return to Moscow
if the coup leaders were to succeed.
“The decision [to leave the Soviet
Union] would not have been immoral. I
definitely would have been sent to
prison if I had gone back with the coup
plotters in power.”
3
However, since the attempt to oust
Gorbachev from power failed, Sisnev
does not have to make that choice. He
still retains his position at Panorama in
Moscow and remains uncertain about
whether he will stay at Georgetown to
complete the three-year RASP program.

specializing in the U.S. and Western
Europe. His other journalism experience

“Although life in Moscow is worse
[because the standard of living is lower],
T have a senior position at Mayak. I like
my work there; I like being on top of
political developments,” he said.

Before joining the radio station in

the burcau of European and Canadian
affairs.
Pointing to the nationalization of
Slovenian property in Serbia and the
latest wave of Serbian attacks on
Croatia, Peterle said he could not see any
way to find a peaceful solution.
“We are not ready to be hostage of that
conflict,” he said in a private interview
that followed his lecture. He repeated
Slovenia’s resolve to leave the federal
union rather than to seek to reshape it
into a loose economic confederation.

However, he said he remained confi-

dent Slovenia would “get recognition
within a tew weeks, definitely this year”
from other countries, possibly under the
initiative of Germany.
Germany has vowed to issue unilateral
recognition of Slovenia and Croatia if

20% off all Glassware in stock-choose from Hi-ball, Old
fashion, shot glasses and more all with the Georgetown
- University seal.

this weekend’s peace conference, to be

arbitrated by the European Community
in The Hague, fails to break the political
deadlock.
“The U.S. does not recognize the
political independence of Slovenia and

Colors
Limited Quantities

Visa and MasterCard Accepted

Although the students acknowledged
university attempts to foster diversity
and amicable race relations, Edward
Tom-Sahr (SES 93), also a participant

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
“1

Efraim Berkovich (CAS ’94), who
was born in Russia, said the premier was
“very sincere. . . His public relations
don’t seem as polished as that of
Western politicians. . . but it’s obvious
that he’s putting all of his energies into
furthering the cause of his people.”
Other students said they were
surprised
by the spontancity of the prime
minister, who chatted with a group of
students without telling them who he
was before addressing the audience.

books,” he said.

PROJECT, from p.1

Last semester the group decided to
apply for status as an official campus
organization, and was accepted for this
academic year. The fledging organization attracted 32 applicants for 12 openings, in addition to four founding
members’ positions.

According to ail students involved in
the program, personal interaction with
in Colors, said he still felt something people. of different cultures and back-

* was missing. “The most wé learned -grounds’ provided a valuable compleabout

other cultures

was

includes

of

work

International

on “Za

Rubezhom,”

Sisnev lived in the United States from
1973 to 1978 and attended the Russian
Embassy School in Washington. His
journalism work and family visits have
brought him to the U.S. many times
since then. Last year while on vacation
in Washington, he had a chance to meet
and interview Cher, a different sort of

personality

than

Shevardnadze

through ‘ment

to academic

pursuits.

Soviet Coup
Affects Classes
At Georgetown
CLASSES, from p.1

munist party, it is more difficult to tcach
about the Soviet Union, she said.

“On the one hand it is very exciting,”
she said. However, she said she has had

to tell her students that they are “dealing
with a country that might not exist”
much longer.
Stent said she has told students in her
Modern Foreign Government Class to
read the newspaper cvery day.
;
Harley Balzer, chair of Georgetown’s
Russian Arca Studies Program (RASP),
said the results of the failed coup would
“not require a major reorientation” of
subject matter in RASP.
Balzer said RASP revamped a number
of courses such as Soviet Military
Studies over the past several years and
that RASP already had moved toward
studying regional issues in the Soviet
Union.
:
Students in the Russian Area Studies
program such as Diego Colas (SFS 94),
said they did not expect any radical
changes in their courses.
Colas said upheaval in the Soviet
Union was “not going to revolutionize”
his classes but “may add a new perspective” to his study of Russian History.
Colas said the problems of the
Republics, as an example were receiving
more attention in his classes.

POSITIONS OPEN

First meeting of Year
and

Welcome Reception
Tuesday, September 10, 1991

nomination to the G.S.O. Office, 1611 Leavey Center, by noon on Monday,

Candidates for these positions should plan to be on campus at least three days
a week and in the Washington, D.C. area until the end of May of 1992, and
will be expected to be able to conduct meetings during day-time hours.
If interested, please contact Anthony Rosati, G.S.O. President (687-7024,
687-5610 or 202-298-9056), Claudia Phelps, G.S.O. Vice-President (2446880) or your Department representative for more information. You may
also leave a message either at the G.S.O. Office, 1611 Leavey Center, or on

its answering machine (687-7024).

Descriptions of the duties of the

Secretary and Treasurer to the G.S.O. are available in the G.S.O. Bylaws, a
copy of which will be posted on the bulletin board outside the G.S.O. Office.

or

esting nonetheless.”

GRADUATE STUDENT
ORGANIZATION

September 9, 1991. This letter of nomination should include the name, year
of study, department, home address and phone number of the applicant, as
well as a brief statement of his or her qualifications. All applicants must be
available to attend the G.S.O. Assembly meeting on Tuesday, September
10, 1991 at 6:00 p.m. in Copley Hall.

a

well known Soviet weekly, and at Gosteleradio, the state committee for
television and radio broadcasting. In
June of 1990, Sisnev saw the meeting of
several foreign ministers in Berlin,
where he interviewed Shevardnadze and
met Yeltsin.

GRADUATE STUDENT
ORGANIZATION

An election for the positions of Secretary and Treasurer to the Graduate
Student Organization (G.S.0.) will be held during the first G.S.O. Assembly
meeting of the school uear, on September 10, 1991. These positions are
open to any graduate student registered at Georgetown University. Individuals interested in applying for these positions should send a letter of self

Affairs,

Yeltsin, but according to Sisnev, “inter-

Garland, a State Department officer in

democratic laws guaranteeing civil
liberties and minority rights and the independent foreign policy of Slovenia to
demonstrate that his government, not the
federal authorities, is holding the reigns
of power.
The prime minister, who met yesterday afternoon with Deputy Secretary of
State Lawrence Eagleburger, expressed
skepticism that the U.S. would be
among the first nations to recognize
Slovenia.

tions with protective case.

According to Sisnev, he told his
parents that while he supported Yeltsin

hopes the Yugoslav conflict will be
resolved in a peaceful way,” said Greg

MINISTER, from p.1

SALE
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Copley Hall
Meeting: 6-7 pm
Welcome Reception: 7-9 pm

(Jointly sponsored with the Office
of International Programs)
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EDITORIAL
FOR THE RECORD
Founded January

16. 1920

Homily Delivered by President Leo J. O’Donovan, SJ
University President Leo J. O’Donovan, SJ delivered the following
homily at last week’s Mass of the Holy
Spirit.

Puking in Burleith
ach year, students who move off
campus arrive at Georgetown in

obligations. These include, at the very
least, not destroying, urinating or vomit-

late August and throw those
wild parties that were never possible when they were living on-campus
the year before. These “housewarming”

shameful enough that Georgetown students litter their neighbor's yards with
empty beer bottles, but worse still is the

parties,

fact

in

which

students

ing

typically

celebrate their newfound freedom by inviting a hundred people to come over,
‘drink beer and trash the house, remind

year-round residents that the quiet of
summer is over and that Georgetown is

back in session.
Last September, relations between off-

on

other

that

people's

one

elderly

property.

woman

It is

reported

this week that a band of drunk Georgetown students entered her garden and
pulled up plants that she had been
“working on for years.” Such acts make
a mockery

out

of the

university's

at-

tempts to defend the right of students to
live off-campus.

campus students and the residents of
Georgetown and Burleith got off to a
dismal start, as citizens called on the

the Sophomore

university to require more students to
live on-campus. By spring, tempers had

for instituting a program to clean-up the
neighborhoods
which
surround

cooled, and it seemed as if town/gown
relations were on the mend.

Georgetown’s campus. Despite the overwhelmingly positive response these

But
a whole
new
crop
of upperclassmen moved beyond Healy Gates

volunteers received from both the
university and the community, their efforts were short-lived.
A revival of the Class of '93’s efforts
through the current class committees,
coupled with more considerate behavior
on the part of students, could help alleviate many of the tensions plaguing
university-neighborhood relations. By
demonstrating even a small measure of
consideration for residents, students
will be helping to ensure that future
Georgetown students will be able to live

last week, and the fights between neighbors and students that soured community relations last fall began to
resurface. At several parties, neighbors
came by to complain that students were
too loud, and when the neighbor's complaints were ignored, in rolled Metro
Police to try to keep the streets quiet.

Students have every right to have parties and

entertain

friends,

but as resi-

dents of the Georgetown area, having
and attending parties entails certain

Last year we applauded the efforts of
Class Committee

(SCC)

off-campus in peace.

or the first time, Georgetown is
implementing a smoking policy to

protect the rights of non-smokers.
In light of recent medical evidence
on the dangers of second-hand smoke,
the new policy is not just an act of
courtesy to those who dislike smoke but

a health and safety imperative. Finally,
Georgetown has recognized nonsmokers’ rights to clean air.
With the new policy, the university will
draw an unequivocal line between where
people can smoke

and where

they can-

not. Only in designated areas will
smokers be allowed to light up; smoking
will be prohibited everywhere else.
Recognizing that smokers have rights
too, there should be at least one smoking
area in every building. Because it would
be impossible and unfair to smokers to
convert the Pub into a non-smoking

area, the Pub should be considered one
of the Leavey Center's smoking areas.
The dorms should be declared “smoke
free,” except for designated areas. This
would include prohibiting smoking in
rooms. Even when both roommates consent to smoking in the room, smoke
enters the hallways and neighboring
rooms, eventually making the dorms
“smoking” dorms. Restricting smoking
to one lounge per dorm should help isolate the smoke and, at the same time,
provide smokers with a place to hang out
that is not far from their room.
We

support

Georgetown’s

efforts

If this

properly,

new

policy

Georgetown

is

could

had been sent out against him, and call-

ing from the top of it for loyalty to
democracy in his nation. His heroic example of courage stirred hearts
everywhere
—
but especially
throughout the Soviet Union. Without
his brave act, the coup of the gray conservative bureaucrats might well have
held, and Mikhail Gorbachev would still

on

to

teaching and research as two dimensions
of one commitment. For our students in
particular, please let me remind you that
you are now preparing to contribute as
responsible citizens in the society
around you. And the best way to contribute in the future is to prepare well
now.
Last spring, as I bid farewell to our
graduates at the Baccalaureate Mass on

be in detention in the Crimea, instead of

struggling now to preserve a rule of law
in his tottering nation.
We all long, from time to time, for the

kind of courage that Boris Yeltsin
showed. Indeed, courage and a new
heart are traditional and forceful ways to
understand the gift of the Holy Spirit for
which we pray this morning. St. Paul
speaks of the Holy Spirit poured daily
into our hearts — to give us heart. Fire,
of course, is another image used to convey some sense of the Spirit’s power in
our life. So is wind, flowing over the
waters of the Creation, moving the disciples in the upper room. But in these
days, with such world events daily in our
headlines and constantly in our thoughts
courage may be the aspect of the Holy
Spirit in our midst we best might consider.
Yet the courage nceded for decisive
action is not the only kind of courage the
Spirit bestows. In the contrast offered us
by our first two readings, for example,
we see in the book of Genesis the confused speech of proud and ambitious
people. In the Corinthian community, on

this

lawn,

I reminded

them

that the

world of God’s creation has been given
to them in stewardship. I asked them to
go out and be witnesses to God’s care for
the world, working for justice in our
nation. Shape our society to be a more
inclusive one, I urged them, where men

and women of every background and
race, in diversity of every kind, can feel
truly welcome. Be peacemakers, reconciling, gathering people together.
Protect and care for all human life, from

its conception to its declining days.
Work to eradicate sexist standards and
barriers. Do what you can to shelter the
environment,

in

our

cities

and

throughout the land. And remember to
find joy at your work and with your
friends and family.

the other hand, we see the harmonious

speech of a community knit together, the
one confession of one Christ. At the
Tower of Babel we read of scattered
people. In the Corinthian community we
read of one body of Christ. It is not that
diversity should be overcome, but rather
that diversity can lead to dismember-

to seek

truth on

it, so that as

dom to the world around us, as students

we may contribute greater wisdom to the
world around us, as students we may
enter society wiser and readier men and
women. How can we have confidence in
such a mission and patience for the years
and years of study? Let me suggest that
our greatest confidence comes precisely
from the gift of the Holy Spirit, who is
the Spirit of the crucified and risen Lord.
Listen to the realism with which St. John
describes the gift of that Spirit. The disciples are locked away on Easter Sunday
— fear reigning in their hearts, their
master, in fact, betrayed. Almost all of

fear of the Lord,

them, after all, had fled his cross. Then

Jesus stands among them, and the first
reality of Easter Sunday is the joy of
Christ alive. Not a comfortable Christ,

but a Christ who has suffered.
“Peace be with you,” he says, and
gives them the power to reconcile. The
second fact of Easter is the gift of peace

plosion of science in our century; the

religious heritage of many centuries and
many peoples’ great achievements in
philosophy and literature. We are all

the

“As the Father has sent me,” Jesus also

said, “I send you.” The fourth element
of the Resurrection is the sending of the
disciples. They are released from their
fear into the joy of Christ’s company —

not to enjoy it privately and apart, but to
take it into the world around them for its
renewal. “Receive the Holy Spirit.”
The final, enduring daily pledge of this
mission — this mission of peace and
reconciliation and joy — is God’s own
Spirit. Does that gift of the Spirit seem
far away from you? Does it seem to
belong to an Easter Sunday long ago?
Perhaps. But you exercise that gift now
when, in this Liturgy of the Word, you
confess Christ as your Lord. You live in
the Spirit now when you recognize
Christ in the consecrated bread and wine
and in yourselves as his body at prayer.
You live in the Spirit when you recognize Christ as your nourishment in Holy
Communion. If the Holy Spirit is not
here, it was not given on the first Easter
Sunday. And if a suffering Lord gave it
on the first Easter Sunday, he surely
gives it now. The result is, as Julian of
Norwich wrote so well: “Our frag-

Thus we pray this morning, my
friends, for the courage of wisdom. We
pray for the renewed and ardent hearts
of wise

women

and

men,

or at least

women and men who long for wisdom.
We realize again that only God’s Spirits
can ultimately join our hearts and minds
into one whole, that only God’s Spirits
can finally knit the divine parts of a
community truly together for humane
cooperation.
In fact, by way of historical example,
we may observe much the same process
today in the Soviet Union. “We are not
heroes,” one young woman said in Moscow last week, “but we are learning. . .
We are not heroes but we are patriots,”
she repeated. If the Soviet Union is to
endure as a political reality in our contemporary world, it will have to work
through an arduous, slow and often
frustrating democratic process. Now is
the time for the people who stood so
valiantly behind Boris Yeltsin to live out
their democracy daily. We may be
enthralled,

fascinated,

inspired,

Mandatory informational meeting:
Tuesday, Sept. 10 at 6 pm

way to a healthier, cleaner and possibly

“smoke free” campus.

421 Leavey

Elections will be held:
Wednesday, Sept. 11 at 6 pm

421 Leavey
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Write a Letter to THE HOYA

chal-

lenged by their efforts. Let us also be
practical enough in the coming year to
be ourselves patriots of God’s Holy
Spirit, seeking together the courage that
God’s wisdom alone can assure.

Are you interested in being
THE HOYA'’s Business Manager?

its

com-

mented lives are knit together and, by

ment, as at Babel, or can be the enrich-

counsel,

reconstitutes

giving and yielding ourselves through
grace to the Holy Spirit, we are made
whole.”

faculty we may contribute greater wis-

and wisdom.
Wisdom brings with it not only the
courage of heroic action but of daily
cooperation in a community struggling
to shape itself more humanely. Precisely, as a university community we participate in that struggle in a very
particular way — through the pursuit
and communication of truth. Together
we seek to understand great works of art
and political institution; human history
in all its diversity; the magnificent ex-

Jesus

also, I

pledge

Remember

midst,

munity of the disciples who had fled his
cross. This is the third great reality of
Easter and part of the resurrection: that
no betrayal need be final, that the Lord
calls us continually back to his company.

said to our graduates, as you reshape our
world, to play. For without play, you
cannot be contemplatives in action, as
Ignatius of Loyola taught us to be. I
urged our graduates to leave this Hilltop
and to become truly men and women for
others, who long for God to reign in
God’s world.
In contrast with those graduates, we
remain on this Hilltop and renew our

ment of a community, as at Corinth. The
Spirit, our readings proclaim, is the Holy
Spirit of unity in diversity whose gifts
we petition on this lawn. It is the Spirit
who gives gifts of understanding and

enforced

be

scholarship and its communication,

and the possibility of unlimited reconciliation. The disciples “rejoiced when
they saw the Lord.” They were again, in
fact, disciples. By his appearance in their

“No Experience needed. Great salary. Great fun.’’

to

provide non-smokers with “smoke free”
zones.

Last week we all saw pictures of one
brave man scrambling onto a tank that

knowledge,

Breathing a Sigh of Relief

students, your faculty leading the way,
graduates and undergraduates walking
with them. On this Hilltop our service is
above all study. Of course we participate
in community service. Of course we
rejoice in the companionship we’ve
treasured here for years or now are encountering as new students. But here
above all we study. We explore reality
and that exploration calls us both to

For inclusion in THE HOYA, letters
are due in our Leavey offices no

later than Tuesday at 6 p.m. for
Friday issues and Friday at 6 p.m.
for Tuesday issues.
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Mary Roberts

Tennis Tribulations
. plans with a friend that night to practice
outside the following afternoon. I was
frantically scrambling around trying to
move in on that Friday, so I did not even
get a chance to take a look at the courts.
Never did I imagine that there would be
no outdoor tennis courts available.
I had been in contact with the tennis
coach over the summer and had been
told that try-outs would be the following
Wednesday. However, I had not been
informed that I would be unable to prac-

tice outdoors before try-outs.
When my friend and I arrived at the
courts, we were both shocked to see that

they looked just like a section of the
parkirig lot. They were completely barren; there were no lines on the courts,

just macadam

(the material

used

in

Untimely court
resurfacing

produced much
inconveniece and
expense for the

tennis teams.

less expenses because of the situation.
Rental fees for team practice sites were
paid out of the tcams’ budgets. Fortunately, the Washington Tennis Center,

which was rented for practices, is under
half an hour away, but that added up to
several hours of time wasted on unnecessary travel. This was the best solu-

tion possible because Yates’ courts are
reserved for recreational use only.
These

inconveniences,

however

minor they may seem, could have been
avoided had planning been better.
Resurfacing should have begun in early
May after the teams finished their
seasons so that the courts would have
been completed well before students arrived back at school in August.
As if to sooth the feathers which were
inevitably ruffled by poor planning,
Georgetown officials opted to fund the
installation of two more outdoor tennis courts. Georgetown should be commended for coinciding the
construction of the two
courts with the resurfacing
of the other six because this
will minimize future interferences with tennis
team practices and
matches. The addition of more
courts will be
an assct to the
team.

Library. Most colleges and universities
with division I tennis teams have at least
12 courts, so Georgetown is still four
behind what it should have now and did
have once.
Georgetown has long had a history of
scheduling renovations during its athletic teams’ seasons. Last spring, the
varsity baseball field was re-sod, and the
team was left without a close-by field for
several weeks. A few years ago, the
track team was faced with a similar
problem when it was forced to go offcampus for three years while work was
being done on the track.
How does Georgetown expect its athletic teams to put on their best performances when its administrators seem to
keep thwarting its teams’ practices? The
only good side to this situation is that the
track team had its best season ever the
year

it

had

no

track,

so

paving roads).
I was not pleased with our discovery,
but I figured we could go get a court
inside of Yates. Once again, I was
wrong. Yates was closed until Monday.
I was shocked that all campus courts
were inaccessible when varsity men’s
and women’s tennis try-outs were slated
to begin Wednesday, Aug. 28. How was
anyone going to practice? Surely, this
situation was not going to strengthen
either of Georgetown’s teams.
When Yates re opened Monday, I saw
signs posted which informed the public
that resurfacing began July 15. The
process takes six weeks if there is no
rain, so there was no way the courts
could have been completed before Aug.

28. The courts were finally finished
yesterday.
a
ih
The tennis teams have incurred necd-

i

Environmentalism= GU Style
On

at the same time, and team

Earth

Day

1990,

the

world

that internationally celebrated day, and

members will not need to
adjust their game each time
they play on a different

graphic by

environmentalism has become one of
the biggest fads in the country. But unlike disco, caring for the earth must be

court.
However, the new courts

Kathleen

Lockhard

Georgetown’s system is not that bad.
Still, it would have been more efficient

more than just a fad.
There is more to being an environmentalist than wearing Birkenstock sandals
and buying dolphin-safe tuna. It is crucial that we all get involved in the effort
to save the earth. Most of us do get
inspired when we see one celebrity or

to coordinate the resurfacing of the
courts to end before the varsity tennis
teams’ seasons began.

Mary. Roberts (SBA: ’94).is a HOYA" |
News Editor and a member of the Varsity tennis team.

‘Unlike disco,

caring for the earth
must be more than

T. Jeremiah Healey

just a fad.

Flushing Etiquette
another on the screen urging us to care

We’ve all seen it. It’s rather disgusting,and it’s an unpleasant thing to bring
up, but it needs to be addressed. Quite
simply; PLEASE FLUSH. This is not a
joke, because the problem is a serious
one. It is not a hard thing to do. It is not
even one of the disputed aspects of
bathroom etiquette (i.e. obnoxious guys
who leave the seat up). It is simply
necessary.

Failure to flush
ferments a

fiendish fiasco
most foul.
Quick action must be taken. Unhygienic and simply foul, this refusal to
take responsibility for one’s own actions
is completely opposed to the image that
Georgetown, as a Catholic institution, is
trying to project. The fact that this disturbing tendency has appeared within
the first week of classes would indicate
rough times ahead, and so an immediate
proposal must be made.
First, some form of sign-in or identification process must be instituted.
Hopefully, scanners similar to those in
the dining halls should be installed on

the doors of every bathroom on campus.
The results of the logs should be available to the RA’s and the cleaning staff.
The perpetrators must be identified.
Secondly, a procedure must be created
for the reporting of infractions. The first
step in a response to this crime would be
to immediately contact one’s RA. The
RA must attempt to deal with the situation directly (hopefully by flushing).
Should this not work, an emergency 24hour task force will be on call in headquarters in the ICC, prepared to sally
forth with plungers.
Third, an extensive rehabilitation program must be introduced for the convicted felons. Georgetown should work
with the D.C. sewer system, in order for
the guilty parties to learn the enormity
of their crime by extended exposure.
They should also receive 10 hours of
work sanction, as members of the emer-

gency task force. Those convicted
should be forced to travel to area schools
and hold workshops to promote aware-

ness of the evils of non-flushing. And
finally, the involved parties should be
required to wear arm bands, at all times,
emblazoned with the word “FLUSH.”
Intelligent adults, which should include all members of the campus community, should be able to perform this
simple action. All humor aside, let this

Campus Opinion:

be a call to action. Somewhere along the
path of rearing, a group of supposcdly
intelligent people simply stopped caring
about those who would follow.

“This reversion to
an animalistic lack

of courtesy flies
directly in the face
of all the ideals
Georgetown was intended to support.”’
This reversion to an animalistic lack
of courtesy flies directly in the face of
all the ideals Georgetown was intended
to support. This is the kind of problem
that should be taken seriously, both because of itself and what it implics about
our respect for others. This is worse than
bad. This is societal regression of the
most serious nature.
T. Jeremiah Healey is a freshman in
the College of Arts and Sciences.

for the planet. What is most important is
that the inspiration remains after the
glow of the television has faded. As the
popular saying goes, we must “make
Earth Day every day,” and incorporate
environmental themes into our everyday
lives.
At Georgetown, the resources are
there to make environmentalism more
than just a fashion statement. The
University has an excellent recycling
program, which many

students utilize,

but morc can be done. The program now
includes aluminum

cans, glass bottles,

newspapers, white paper and mixed office paper. There is also a plan to begin
recycling plastic bottles and steel cans
later this year. At the end of last year, the
Corp started to recycle cardboard boxes.
In a waste-audit conducted last year
by the Georgetown University Environmental Society (GUES) in conjunction
with Georgetown’s recycling program,
it was found that a large amount of
recyclable material was being thrown
away with the regular garbage. Apparently the material was contaminated
(i.e. non-recyclable materials mixed in
with recyclable.) When this happens,
none of the material can be recycled.

The key to a good recycling program
is for the participants to be careful and
put the right stuff in the right place. For
example, sometimes in the past if a can

was placed in the wrong bin, the entire
bin’s contents would be thrown away.
According to Austin Thomas, director
of the Georgetown recycling program,
the university community should be able
to recycle 50) percent of its waste stream,
even without thie addition of plastic bottle and metal can recycling. If students
recycle everything they possible can, the
amount of waste would greatly decrease.
Even off-campus students can get involved in recycling. Last semester,
GUES initiated an off-campus recycling
program in which its members picked up
recyclable goods from more than 80
households in the Georgetown and Burleith areas and brought them to a local
recycling center. There are now plans to
expand this service in the fall semester
to reach the more than 200 off-campus
- residences.

Recycling is just one of the more
obvious ways we can care for the planet.
There are many simple things students
can do around the dorm or apartment. It
only takes awareness and a minor
modification in one’s lifestyle to make a
major difference in the fate of the earth.
There are the obvious things like turning
off unnecessary lights and fixing leaky
faucets, but others important ideas arc
less well known.
Many people make an effort to buy
recycled items when possible, which is
great, but there are some

precautions

CAS °9%4
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Krys Bolander

SLL ’91

A Short List
of

Recommendations |
1) Avoid excessive pack-"

aging and single-use disposable items.

oo

2) Buy fluorescent instead
of incandescent bulbs.
3) Bring your own bag to
thestorewithyou.
4) Keep an eye out forthe
green earth symbols in Vittles; they signify earth |
| friendly products.
faster (recovering the few nanoseconds
lost when you had to actually add the
detergent to the wash rather than simply
tossing in a One-Shot).
Environmentally conscious shopping
really isn’t as hard as it seems. A few
rules to go by are the following:
1) Avoid excessive packaging and
single-use disposable items.
2) Buy fluorescent instead of incandescent bulbs.

Even the laundry room can become a
more environmental place with a minimum of effort. When buying laundry
supplies, go for products which do not
use excessive packaging. For example,
Fab One-Shots, while good for saving
time, use more packaging (including
plastic) than the regular stuff. Even running the washer and dryer becomes more
earth-friendly when you make sure to
run only full loads and clean the lint
filter regularly. Not only will you conserve energy, but your clothes will dry

the web of life; he is merely a strand in

3) Bring your own bag to the store with
you.
4) Keep an eye out for the green earth
symbols in Vittles; they signify earthfriendly products (Ben and Jerry’s
makes the cut!).
What it all boils down to is that saving
the carth is both important and entircly
possible. The minor changes we make
today, when they are all put together, can
lead to major improvements in the future.
As Native American

leader Chief

Seattle once said, “Man did not weave
it. Whatever he does to the web, he does

to himself.” Everybody on the planet
today should keep this in mind. We are
at a time now in which we can decide to
cither improve our habits and clean up
the earth or continue along the path to
environmental destruction.
Jonathan

Ingram

Donna Ortega (CAS

(CAS

°93) and

’94) are members

of the Georgetown University Environmental Society.

Compiled by John Russ
and Jeff

Moran

One of the guys from CHiPs because
they’re just a bunch of dreamy studs.
Mindy Schneider
CAS 94

Madonna’s, ’cause that’s where all
the action is.
David Chartee

Leo O’Donovan’s, because it’s

|

that one should take when shopping for
these products. Many paper manufacturers are quick to put “recycled” on
their packaging, and charge more for
what is essentially the same product. In
the paper-making process, some of the
matcrnal used in production has always
been recycled, and companies often use
this fact to call their product “recycled.”
One should look for paper made from
post-consumer waste (these products are
often labeled as such). This means that
most of the material in the paper actually
comes from previously used goods. In
other words, this paper is made from the
same kind of stuff that you and I put into
the recycling bins each day.

If you could be a famous person’s undergarment,
whose would you be and why?

Brooke Shield’s panties. Why? No
explanation needed.
Todd Kinney
SBA ’92
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Jonathan Ingram & Donna Ortega

all eight courts
will be of the
same caliber
since all are being surfaced

cupied by Village A and Lauinger

24

7
dled

“Ws

watched as celebrities such as Tom
Cruise and REM lead singer Michael
Stipe took the stage to announce the
dawning of a new era of environmental
awareness. It has been over a year since

should be completed by the
end of September, delaying
team access to them.
In addition, lights are being
installed on all eight of the outdoor
courts. Tennis team members have traditionally had priority on the courts until
6 p.m., and it is usually too dark to play
much after 7:00 p.m. Now, the courts
will be accessible much later.
However, the university had 12 outdoor courts located at the sites now oc-

HASTA LA VITA,
BABY
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maybe

In addition,
SR

ol

Richard Gere, cause gerbils are
kinda cute.
Bridget Bradley
CAS ’94

sh
peRk

Mel Gibson’s underwear, ’cause

that’s the closet I’ll ever get to his butt.
Megan Newman

CAS ’93

a EA
Ce

When I arrived back at Georgetown
this year on Friday, Aug. 23, I was all set
to get on the outdoor tennis courts and
practice my game before the following
Wednesday’s tennis try-outs. I made
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The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Once you

have one, you'll never need to apply for another. And it’s the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct.

|

Whats more, if you get your Calling Card now, you'll get a free hours worth of AT&T long distance calling* [1 Of course, when you use

4

your Calling Card you'll always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. [J And when you get your Calling

tel

Card, you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time

Rs

and money. [1 So, as you see, theres only one way to desctibe the AT&T Calling Card in today’s college environment. Indispensable.

;
;

3

Get an AT&T
Calli
AT&T Calling
Card d today, call11 1 800 654-04
654-0471, Ext. 4 4811.
-

:
a

or ore hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30, 1992.
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SERVICE

Mark Your Calendar For

Taking the LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or MCAT again?
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Career Opportunity

WRITTEN EXAMINATION

J.K., Washington,
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EXQUISITE!”

U.S. Department of Commerce

excellence.”
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U.S. Department of State

is
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OPPORTUNITY.

CINEPLEX

The Recruitment Division— FSWE

Department
of State
P.O. Box 12226

2:30

ODEON

4:45

7:15

ONE

WEEK

ONLY!

UPTOWN

9:30

Arlington, VA 22209
.. An Equal Opportunity Employer ..

HOUR
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

VOLUNTEERING?
The Georgetown University Alumni Association needs

telephone callers for G.U.’s 1991-1992 Annual Fund. If
you are personable, carry yourself well over the phone and
want to learn more about the University, we have the job

for youll!

COMMUNITY ACTION

COALITION

(C AC)

5 GENERALMEETING

The Annual Fund’s Telephone Campaign contacts alum-

ni, parents, and friends Sunday through Thursday nights

from 6:30-9:30 P.M. for the purpose of soliciting annual

gifts. The money raised helps to keep tuition down by

TUESD AY, SEPTEMBER

1 0,7:30 P.M.

ICC AUDITORIUM

providing unrestricted funds for each school.

IFYOU AREINTERESTED INPART-TIME WORK
THAT ALSO SUPPORTS GEORGETOWN, PLEASE

COME LEARN ABOUT poly

With

HISPANIC AND REFUGEE GROUPS, DISADVANTAGED WOMEN, OR THOSE WITHHEALTH
|

|

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

10TH AT 7:00 PM

|
THE ALUMNIHOUSE (36THAND O STREETS)
| PREVIOUS CALLERS ARE ENCOURAGED

TO ATTEND

PROBLEMS.
FATHER GIULIO GIULIETTI WILL BE SPEAKING.

Friday, September 6, 1991
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With ‘The Biggest Block Party on the East Coast’, A Community Celebrates Its Diversity
ZN

By Jennifer Almeida
HOYA Staff Writer

ashington is usually
described as an “international city” — a place
with a diverse population
that truly reflects a wide
range of ethnic and cultural influences.
But because of frantic schedules and any
number

of alibis,

students

at Geor-

Ethiopian Delight
remarked Said. Although other establishments provided quality food, Said
remarked that she felt the cuisine and

By Brian Wheeler
HOYA Staff Writer

atmosphere of most of them lacked

Ask any connoisseur of Ethiopian
cuisine where to go in Washington for
an unusual yet rewarding dinner, and
the answer will invariably be Adams
Morgan.
But if you ask for an Ethiopian
restaurant with not just good food but
also an authentic Ethiopian village at-

Sunday, that section of town will fea-

ture a wide range of ethnic food, crafts
and entertainment within a short distance of the Hilltop. In fact, Adams
Morgan Day just may be the best opportunity to experience some of
Washington's international offerings.
Adams Morgan, centered around
18th Street near Dupont Circle, has

authenticity.
Given Said’s concerns, Meskerem

has employed several approaches to
dining that have proven a huge success with customers. In lieu of tables,

the upstairs portion of Meskerem seats
people on floor cushions that surround
tables where the food is served on a
common plate. Although other restaurants have since copicd the sctup,
Meskerem was the first in Adams
Morgan to design its scating in this
fashion. The technique has worked;
Said observed that the upstairs is
usually booked every night.
In addition to the distinctive
upstairs, Meskerem’s decor features
paintings of rural African landscapes
and village life, all by Ethiopian artist
Acha Debela.

mosphere, the answer may not follow

carned a reputation for excellent,
varied and inexpensive cuisine. Its restaurants feature a wide range of exotic
foods to choose from — everything
from Thai to Ethiopian to Indonesian.
A large immigrant population also
contributes to the neighborhood’s character. To celebrate this unique blend
of international influences, Adams

Morgan Day was founded 15 years
ago by residents John Jones and John
Hagerhurst.
Jones, who chairs the Adams Morgan Day Committee that organizes and
oversees the event, said the Adams

Morgan festival served as a good example for other communities around
Washington where ethnic relations

CN

The logo of the Adams Morgan restaurant Meskerem

getown sometimes have a difficult time
getting off campus to experience all the
city has to offer.
The nearby neighborhood of Adams
Morgan seems to have found the solution to students’ dilemma. With its annual Adams Morgan Day festival this

so easily. Nafisa Said thinks she has
the answer, however — Meskerem.

Located on 18th street in Adams
Morgan, Meskerem has been serving
top-notch,

Cris Dilworth/The HOYA

may be tense. “Our neighborhood is
the realization of an ideal, of unity in a
community. It shows that people can
work with their neighbors,” Jones said.
Ellie Moyer, the manager of Millie
and Al’s restaurant and an Adams
Morgan resident for 23 years, agreed
that her community had a lot to offer.
“Adams Morgan Day gives us a
chance to share our own neighborhood
atmosphere,” she said.

destruction in Adams Morgan was ex-

Widely publicized riots in May that
spilled over into the area from nearby
Mount Pleasant may have caused
damage to the image Adams Morgan
is trying to present this weekend. The
riots, which were touched off by a
clash between a black police officer
and a Hispanic youth, caused
widespread damage and brought national attention to racial tensions in the
neighborhood. Although the physical

acclaimed

Ethiopian

cuisine since 1985. Esquire magazine
heralded Meskerem in 1985 as onc of
the “60 outstanding restaurants in
America,” and New York’s Newsday
followed
suit,
dubbing
it
“Washington's top Ethiopian spot” in
1987.
Said, who opened and still runs
Meskerem, explained why she
originally decided to add her restaurant to the already crowded list of
exotic venues in Adams Morgan.
“I didn’t find Ethiopian restaurants
around here to be very traditional,”

Throngs of festival-goers will crowd these streets for Sunday’s Adams Morgan Day festival.
tensive, the area’s image may have

been even more severely scarred.
Festival planners claimed the impact
of the riots on Adams Morgan was exaggerated by the media. “The riots
began in Mount Pleasant and spilled
over into our area,” Jones said. “They
really had nothing to do with Adams
Morgan.”
See FESTIVAL, p. 11

But like any Ethiopian restaurant,

the real attraction of Meskerem is its
cuisine. Instead of using silverware,
people eat with little more than their
hands and unusual pancake-shaped
bread that has the texture of foam rubSee MESKEREM,, p. 11

The Trials and Tribulations of ‘Barton Fink’
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Latest Release from the Coens Plunges a Self-Important Writer Into Hollywood Hell

Am on ome

HOYA Staff Writer

Fade in. A seedy,
Hollywood, sometime
.
Movies

moldering hotel room somewhere in
in the 1940s. The wallpaper is wilting
in the oppressive heat; a mosquito’s
buzz roars over the intermittent clacking of a typewriter. Barton Fink, a
tortured and self-centered writer, looks up from his desk in
frustration.
‘
Played by John Turturro, whose recent screen credits include Jungle Fever and Miller’s Crossing, Fink is a New York
playwright obsessed with the bleakness of humanity and the
triumph of the common man. On the wings of his whirlwind
stage success “Bare Ruined Choirs”, he is transported to
Hollywood to write for “the pictures.” Not until he gets there
does he discover that his new task is less literary. In fact, he’s
supposed to write wrestling films.
After a flurry of meetings with producers and fellow writers,
Fink sets out to write a wrestling masterpiece, but instead
hovers on the brink of failure. Just when things look their

John Turturro as tormented writer Barton Fink.

Festival, winning the Best Picture, Best Director and Best

Actor prizes for the first time in the film festival’s 44-year
history. Fink, the latest release from brothers Joel and Ethan

Coen (Miller’s Crossing and Raising Arizona), is an engrossing film.
:
Like Miller’s Crossing, the atmosphere in Fink is lush and
absorbing. Full of wilting banana plants and cheap 1930s art,
Dennis Gassner’s set design is appropriately termed “distressed deco.”
But the movie’s power extends well beyond its set design.
What makes Barton Fink worthy of high acclaim is its plot.
Unlike most recent popular movies, Fink captures the essence:
of good film — visual literature. The Coens start out with a
deceptively simple story, give it more twists than an episode
of The Twilight Zone and end up with a surreal plot as full of
implicit meaning as the Great American Novel.
The acting in Barton Fink only strengthens the plot. Turturro

worst, along comes his talkative neighbor Charlie Mcadows

IN BRIEF
Although the university policy it was
designed to protest has since been
scrapped, the Georgetown University
Student Association (GUSA) will still
hold Bike Aid Saturday at 2 p.m. on
Copley Lawn.
GUSA members said the focus of the
event will shift from protest of the
now-defunct bike policy to education
about bike safety. “Bike-Aid will feature an informational entertainment
agenda that we call ‘edu-tainment’,”
explained GUSA Assembly Vice
Chair Arick Wierson.
GUSA opted to change the character
of the event after the university
decided to reconsider the bike policy
which had drawn considerable complaints from students.
“Bike-Aid is a follow up to the work
we’ve already done with the bike
policy. The purpose now is to get information about the new bike policy,
about

bike

awareness,

about

bike

safety, information like that out to the
students,” said GUSA
Pomeroy.

President Paul

The event will feature a combination
of comedy and music, and is slated to
include a raffle. The sophomore comedy duo of A.J. Hyland and Conor
Lynch,

which

placed

second

in last

year’s “Funniest Person on Campus”
contest,

and

Owen

Burke

(who

finished third) are also scheduled to
perform.
Musically, Bike-Aid will mark the
debut of Violet, a new band fronted by

Close Call alumnus Pete Pfordrescher.
Campus group Arbitrary Convention
and acoustic guitarist Josh Edelstein
will also perform. WGTB has signed

Frank CapraDies
* Innovative movie director and cternal optimist Frank Capra, who was
responsible for the Christmas classic
It’s a Wonderful Life, died Tuesday in
his sleep at his La Quinta,
Calif.
home. He was 94.
Capra’s family immigrated to
California from Sicily when he was six
years old. His directing career spanned
‘40s, and he directed

such classics as It Happened One Night
(the only film ever to capture Academy
Awards for Best Picture, Actor,
Actress and Director), Mr. Smith Goes

to Washington

won’t

touch the constant laughs of Naked

Gun, but it has

enough violence, comedy and intriguing drama to please fans
of both of these movies while still keeping a head on its
shoulders.
Barton Fink, rated R, is playing at area theaters.

THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS

Film Director

the 1930s and

These combinations work to the movie’s advantage, making
Barton Fink a must-see for anyone interested in highly
polished cinema. Terminator2 it’s not, and its subtle comedy

THE WEEKENDER

up to provide D J. service, and the Corp
will sell food and drinks.
—Howard Hogan

GUSA’s Bike Aid

projects both sides of Barton Fink — whom we neither completely like, nor completely hate. John Goodman is outstanding in a role drastically different from his past performances,
and he adds to the film’s delightful ambiguity. Among the
supporting cast, Michael Lerner stands out as the laughably
obnoxious movie mogul Jack Lipnick, and John Mahoney
shines as the Faulknerian writer W.P. Mayhew.
In general, the actors counteract the set. Where the scenes
draw you in to Hollywood’s decay, the characters maintain an
aloof aesthetic distance — as though they are too caught up in
their lives to acknowledge cach other fully, or for us to ever
understand them.

(John Goodman of Arachnophobia and TV’s Roseanne).
From that point on, Barton’s life gets plenty more exciting.
And so docs the movie.
Barton Fink swept the awards at this year’s Cannes Film

By Tim Delaune

and

Lost Horizon.

Noted for their happy endings,
Capra’s films helped sustain
America’s self-image through depression and war, as they celebrated the
enduring power of the common man.
His stars, including Gary Cooper,
Jimmy Stewart and Clark Gable have
become American folk heroes, personifying the struggling but ultimately
victorious everyday hero.
During World War II, Capra was
commissioned by the government to
direct propaganda films and documentaries. including the seven-part series
Why We Fight
forthe U.S. military
training program. In peacetime, he
directed Katherine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy in State of the Union, Bing
Crosby in Here Comes the Groom and
Frank Sinatra inA Hole in the Head.
— Tim Delaune

he
Georgetown Program
Board (GPB) kicks off its
weekend movie series with New Jack
City, whose opening in March resulted
in widespread gang violence. Be sure
to catch perennial failure Judd Nelson,
rising star Wesley Snipes and rapper
Ice-T (making his feature film debut)
in a combination which won critical
acclaim

and

box

office

success

for

first-time director Mario Van Peebles.
Shows’ start at 7:30 and 10 p.m. in
Reiss 103 tonight-Sunday.
Senior

Disorientation

continues

this weekend with a veritable plethora
of mind-numbing events. Today, join
in the senior class community service
project, a Rock Creek Park CleanUp and wind up with the Basement’s
Senior Bedwear Bash starting at 9
p.m. As the temperature rises Saturday, a Senior Beach Party at Glover
Park from 1-6 p.m. highlights the
schedule. The memorable weekend
closes Sunday with a Senior Mass at
Dahlgren from 12:30 to 2 p.m., and
Animal House on Healy Lawn at 9
p.m.

Rhythm ’n’ blues legend Nappy
Brown headlines D.C.’s third annual
Blues Festival Saturday, from noon to
7 p.m. The open air concert series, also
featuring Sammy Price and local
musicians Sedatrius Brown and Dean-

na Bogart, will be held at the Langdon
Park Recreation Center (20th and
Franklin Streets, NE). The rain date is
Sunday, same time. For more informa-

CRITIC'S PICK
BERENICE ABBOTT,
PHOTOGRAPHER: A
MODERN VISION —

tion, call 301-369-6781.

Chamber music fans will welcome
fall’s return as The Phillips Collection begins its 50th year of Sunday
afternoon concerts this weekend. Concerts take place each Sunday at 5S p.m.
in the Music Room of the Phillips Collection, one block west of the Dupont
Circle Metro’s Q Street exit (21st and
Q Streets, NW). Seating is unreserved,
and free with admission to the museum

From

behind

bott helped capture the icons
of the “Lost Generation” of
the 1920s, such as writer

James Joyce (right). A career
retrospective of the 93-yearold Abbott’s works is on display at the Corcoran Gallery

— $5 for adults and $2.50 for senior
citizens, full-time students and those

under 18. This Sunday’s featured performer is cellist Evelyn Elsin.

of Art (17th St. and New
York Ave., NW) through
Sept. - 29:
The
111
photographs

Focusing on the pillars of the
American avant-garde movement
from 1913-1917, Group Portrait features likenesses of photographer
Alfred Steiglitz, sculptor Marcel
Duchamp, and writers Gertrude Stein
and Ezra Pound. The exhibit includes
pictures of members of their immediate artistic circles. The show runs
through Oct. 27 at The National
Portrait Gallery (F and 8th Streets,

NW).

Illustrating the vast differences between misconceptions and realities of
19th century Africa, Africa Iilustrated brings together Western il-

her camera,

photographer Berenice Ab-

-

in the show

focus on her portraits of the
1920s artistic elite, but also

include

Abbott’s

photographs of New York in

the 1930s, her groundbreaking scientific photography
lustrations and the agendas behind
them at the Smithsonian’s National
Museum of African Art (950 Independence Avenue, SW) through Nov.

10.
Ex-Georgetown professor Adrian
Piper’s “What It’s Like, What It Is

from the 1940s and shots
from rural Maine where she
now lives. The exhibit also
includes
a
30-minute

biographical video.
#2,” is featured through September 22
in the Hirshhorn Museum’s (Independence Ave. and 7th St., SW) latest
“Directions” exhibition. The challenging one-room display includes life-size
cutouts, modified employment applications and radio static, all of which
comment on race relations in America.
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ENTERTAINMENT
temporary and R&B music.
The gospel music stage will showcase choirs and groups from the
Washington area while two other
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High Hopes for Hoya Cross Country
Both Women’s and Men’s Teams are Expected to Fare Well
Co-captain senior Karen Cannon said

X-COUNTRY, from p.14
looked

for

senior

Richard

she felt the team would be stronger due
Kenah,

juniors Chris Thompson and Jonathan
Ingram, and sophomores Francisco
Quinonez,

Peter Anastasio

and

Chris

Capistran to all challenge for positions.
“The team will definitely qualify for the

NCAA finals and hopes to finish in the
top ten,” said

a confident Gagliano.

The women’s squad will pass a milcstore this season because 1991 marks
the first time the women will open with
a fully recruited team.
“This team should be successful,”
women’s cross country coach Ron
mer. He said he felt the team would
better as a recruited team. “These
want to be good.”

said
Helfare
girls

to the recruiting and would consequently receive “a lot more attention and
focus.”
:
Junior Christine Constantin, who
finished 23rd nationally last season, is
currently the team’s number one runner.
Helmer said the other top runners
would be senior Kari Bertrand and
sophomore Genie McDonnel, two runners who were not frequently among last
year’s top seven finishers. Speaking of
Bertrand, Helmer explained that although "she has been inconsistent at
Georgetown, she ran very well
throughout the 1991 track season," and
is expected to do well this season.

Helmer said he also also felt
McDonnel’s invaluable summer experience of running with the National
Junior Team and her strong scason last
year, despite not being one of the team’s
top runners, would would help her to
become an excellent runner.
The women also welcome two new
promising freshmen, Caryn Landau and
Joline Staeheli who, Helmer said, “will

do very well and take a good shot at the
top seven.”
“This tcam looks to finish in the top
three in the east and the top six or seven
in the country,” said Gagliano. Helmer
agreed and said, “We have 11 or 12 girls
all capable of running among the top
seven. That kind of depth normally
produces good teams.”

i

New Sports Info
Director
Bill Hurd, former Assistant Sports
Information Director for Georgetown
athletics, has been named Sports Information Director. Hurd replaces
Chartese Dean, who left Georgetown
to take the position of Assistant Director for Media Relations at the National
Basketball Association offices in New
York.
Hurd’s new responsibilities will include publicizing 23 of the 24 intercollegiate men’s and women’s sports
at Georgetown with the exception of
men’s basketball, which is handled by
Bill Shapland.

Upcoming Hoya
Athletic Events
Sept. 6-13

Golf
Sept. 8 Navy
Sept. 13-14 Washington & Lee

Men’s Tennis

Volleyball
Sept. 6-7 Illinois State Tourncy
Sept. 13-14 Penn State Invitational

Sept. 7-8 Bloomsburg Invitational

Women’s Tennis

Soccer
Sept. 7 VILLANOVA

2:00

Sept. 11

3:30

AMERICAN

Field Hockey
Sept. 11 MICHIGAN STATE 3:30
Sept. 13 James Madison 7:00

Sept.7 HOWARD

Sept.7 AMERICAN

12:00

3:00

Sailing
Sept. 7-8 Anderson Trophy at Yale
Scpt. 7-8 Laser Opencr, at Navy

Jim Mangan/THE HOYA

The men’s crew team shows the strength and concentration that make them a winning team.

Women Plow Through Rough Waters
Squad Enters Second Year With New Rowing Technique
varsity and JV boats. However, the exact
WOMEN’S CREW, from p.14
lineup of either boat has yet to be named.
Burke and Kerry Galligan along with
The lack of a large number of returnreturning juniors Jill Kaiser, Kristen ing varsity rowers is viewed positively
Gardnier and Symon. Two sophomores, by Symon. She said she felt there would
Missy Schwen and Merrideth Pierce, be heightened competition among team
will also be needed if the Hoya crew is members which would stimulate individual progress.
to have another successful season.
Rylski’s training program includes
In addition to the experience of last
year, the Hoyas will benefit from the two workouts a day. Strength and enreturn of seniors Amanda McCavit and durance is the focus for the afternoon
Chaw Pho who did not compete last year while the early mornings are spent on the
because they were studying abroad. water developing better technique.
Members of last year’s novice squad Symon said she felt the time spent on the
will fill any remaining openings in the extra workout was well spent because it

MODEL Needed for Photography
Portfolio Project (Fashion, Glamour and
Figue). Experience Helpful But Not
Necessary. Fee Negotiable or Trade
Time for Portfolio. Call (301) 270-0709.

EFFICIENCY & ONE BEDROOM For
Rent $500-750 mo., Sunny, CFlose to
Campus 667-9555, 331-8372.
COOPS FOR SALE. One Bedroom
Apts. —MacArthur Blvd. Security, parking, laundry. $69,000-72,000. Mary
Mason, Hoskinson and Davis. 202-785-

BEAUTIFUL One Bedroom Apartment
for sale in Glover Park. Large, very
sunny corner unit with separate dining ell,
hardwood floors, excellent closet space,
and parking. Close to campus. Superb
condition. $87,500. Call (202) 2986898.
ACTORS (M/F) THEATRE PEOPLE PTFT
GET
INVOLVED
WITH
WASHINGTON'S PREMIRE CONTEMPORARY THEATRE GREAT JOBS/
- AND GREAT MONEY FOR THE RIGHT
PEOPLE. CALL MR. FITZ M-F 10-5PM
ONLY.
202-232-7267 THE STUDIO
THEATRE.
2 br APARTMENTS: 10 minutes from
Georgetown in North Arlington Virginia.
$740. Utilities included call 527-1991.

FOR SALE: King size bed w/box spring

the faces of Olympic

Medal winner Jeff Resatarits, National

Festival Gold

Team members Scott Martin and Chris
Warren, and Willie Hawkins.

opening in The Washington Hilton &
Towers. Competitive salary and membership to spa. Call our Jobline 7975818 or stop by Monday-Wednesday
9:00 a.m. — 12:00 p.m.
CHILDCARE PT, N. Va. Car Necessary.
Ideal for student. References, work
authorization required. 703-525-2263.
TUTORING:
Mathematics

Statistics, Economics,
202-466-1652.

Leave

Message/Prompt Response.

However, the machines cannot com-

parc to rowing on the water.
After the initial training, the women
will start their season by hosting the
Head of the Potomac race Sept. 28. Their
fall schedule is not as full as the spring
because most schools place more emphasis on the spring season. Consequently, they will be competing in twoperson races amongst themselves for a

large portion of the fall.

1991 Squad Seeks to Build on Past Accomplishments

frame . Price: $200 Call 338-2712 (ask
for Mikkel).
LOOKING for enthusiastic Lifeguards
and Front Desk Staff for the new Spa

allowed the team to develop its skills
more fully. The workouts vary on a daily
basis to include running, weight lifting
and extensive rowing machine practice.

Men Row Towards Championship
MEN’S CREW, from p.14

HOYA

X

The spaces left empty by these departures may be filled by senior oarsmen
Justin Ault, Steve Oliver and coxswain

Andy Pizor who were abroad last year.
Also, former lightweight Hov Carey has
moved up to the heavyweight squad.
Junior coxswain Nick Haley said these
returnees would have a “positive influence” on the team.
Despite the natural losses which occur
at the end of every season due to graduation and students going abroad, the
lightweight team is unusually large this
season. Currently, four boats arc on the

water, not including two or three novice
boats. The size of the team is due to the
large number of rowers from the
sophomore and junior classes and a good
crop of freshman novices.
Just as the lightweights experienced
some losses, so did the heavyweights. A
strong senior class graduated last year
leaving a host of victories in its wake
including Georgetown’s first-ever IRA
Championship for a four-man boat.
However, there arc plenty of rowers
ready to pick up the slack.
Topping the list in the first boat is
captain Neil Gardner who, along with
seniors Mark Seigel, Doug Nury and
Tim Stoadhaus; will try to lead a relatively young team comprised of several
sophmore and junior rowers. Junior first

boat coxswain Gareth McGrath looks
for “lots of improvements this year” due
to a “good work ethic.” With many seats
open on the heavyweight boats and a
surplus of young talent, there is intense
competition which will add to the excitement of the heavyweight team this
year.
With all these changes and new additions, one might expect GU crew to be a
little disorientated, however Haley says
this is not the case, in fact he said, “We

are all psyched at the amount of people
we have down rowing.” Along that same
line, heavyweight oarsman Rob
Hutchinson said that Georgetown crew
is a “top notch program and a growing
castern collegiate power” and this year
they will try to continue what is becoming a successful tradition.

ATTENTION:

50... 100.

FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES, STUDENT CLUBS,
ORGANIZATIONS, PARTY PROMOTERS,
AND ALL OTHER PARTY PEOPLE

On Our Entire
Collection Of

HERFF JONES

DROLET Dee:
WE WILL PAY YOUR GROUP BIG $$$
TO PARTY WITH US AT FOUR OF DC'S
BT SDT

College Ring
Styles
Our entire collection
of Herff Jones

College Ring styles
are now on sale!

HERFF JONES

WIEN

4

College Rings

DUPONT CIRCLE

SEPTEMBER 9-13
SEPTEMBER 16-20
MON-THURS 11-6 p.m.
FRIDAY 11-3 p.m.
NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED
PREVIEW OURNEW FALL STYLES
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

BOOKSHOP

:

ha" OPERA
ADAMS MORGAN

GEORGETOWN

Tequ ila Teddies
COMING SOON

DON’T WASTE TIME LOOKING ALL OVER TOWN
"FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL SONI DHATT

'NJG MANAGEMENT (703)751-2200
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Hockey
Looks To
Rebuild
FIELD HOCKEY, from p.14
“There are a lot of openings so they’re
excited and have worked hard over last
season and over the summer,” said Lan-

dis.
Landis said the Hoyas would need to
improve their scoring power to be able
to compete effectively. The performances of senior captain Sherri Miles and

senior Kristi Middleton will be crucial
to the success of the Hoyas’ offense.
Last year, Middleton was named
Regional Second Team All-American
and led the team with 16 points (11
goals), while Miles contributed 11
points to the Hoyas’ attack. Senior Margot Fell and junior goalie Kathleen
Plunkett will anchor the Hoya defense.
Plunkett made 198 saves last year with
a save percentage of .872.
particularly

Heather

Elliott, are expected to make an impact
in the midfield.
“We

lost a lot of talent, but we are

really hopeful about the season,”
Middleton. “We have good
perclassmen returning and
sophomore and freshmen will make
of contributions.”
The tougher schedule means

said
upthe
a lot
the

Jim Mangan/THE IOYA

Senior Kristi Middletown will lead the women’s ficld hockey team this year.
Hoyas will play four of the six Big East
teams, excluding the University of
Miami and the University of Connecticut.
The difficult schedule provides the
team with an opportunity to test itself
against several top 20 teams, such as
Syracuse, Maryland and Providence.

“We want to prove to ourselves and
others that this is a schedule we can
handle,” said Landis.

Despite defeating Villanova, a team
that made the Big East Tournament last
season, the Hoyas failed to qualify and
ended with a 7-7 record. As a result, one

of the team’s major goals this year is to

earn an invitation to the tournament.
Landis is looking for a lot of support
from the student body as the team gocs
into its first season competing against all
Division I schools. The ficld hockey
tcam’s opening game will be played at
home on Kehoe Field against Michigan
State Sept. 11.

Berg, Kenny to Lead Young Georgetown Squad
Golf Team Will Practice at Avenel in Potomac to Prepare for Fall Tournaments

Waterville,

Tournaments.
Other important contributors will be
senior Jim Kenny and junior Matt
Scarafoni, who will be battling for slots
in the top five. Sophomores Jason Eig,
Uwe Burger and Mike Saunders round
out the returning squad. Onc loss for the

Iowa. Berg averaged 75.7 strokes per

Hoyas was senior Art Coia, a consistent

round

top five player last year, who has
decided not to participate this season.
Freshmen Geoff Berg, John’s brother,
and Brian Payne are also expected to
make big contributions this year. The
younger Berg was one of the top players

GOLF, from p.14
“Our
players
plained
This
John

goal is to put forth the five best
at a given tournament,” exHunter.
year’s squad is led by captain

Berg,
last

a junior from
year,

with

his

big

breakthrough coming at Penn State Invitational, where he shot a season low of

67 strokes. Junior Casey Magner is also
asolid player who did very well last year
in the Big East and Hoya Invitational

in the Iowa Golf Association during
high school, while Brian Paync was a
semifinalist in U.S. Junior Golf
Amateurs.
Highlights of last season included a
victory over Navy and impressive
- finishes in several East Coast Tournaments, including fifth at the Big East
Tournament and sixth at the Princeton
Invitational. The season concluded with
a 10th place finish at the Eastern Intercollegiate Championships (EIC). The
10th place finish at the EIC gave Geor-

getown a 10th place ranking in District
II of the NCAA. This was a major accomplishment, considering the Hoyas
competed against tough universities
such as William and Mary, Temple and
Villanova.
The team’s first match of the season
will be on Sunday, Sept. 8, at the U.S.
Naval Academy. Other highlights this
month include the Washington & Lee
Invitational Scpt. 13-14, and the Hoya
Invitational the following week. The
month climaxes with the Big East
Championships at TPC Sept. 28-29.

Jim Mangan/THE HOYA

Georgetown sailors race under a full moon.

Hoyas Set Sail In
Search of Victory
SAILING, from p.14
senior Seppy Downs, and junior
Charlie Cooper. Junior Christina
Randolph, the team captain, will
commandeer the women’s boat
along with sophomore Nina
Knowles.
This regatta is the first intersectional competition on the east coast and

will be pivotal to the team’s standing
at the outset of the season.
ano
Georgetown will also be sending |
junior Rob Davis, and sophomores
Rob Vermylen and John Zedrowski
to the Navy Laser opener Sept. 7 and
8 to race in the singleman boats.
The team will round up its fall
season Nov. 16 and 17 with the Curtis Regatta.
:

Are you analytical and highly motivated?
Morgan Stanley is looking for technical and non-technical majors to join our Information Services Training program.
Candidates should have excellent quantitative, analytical, and communications skills, and an interest in investment banking.
Exposure to personal or mainframe computing is helpful.
The Information Services Training Program is a unique program designed to provide you with specialized training in
state-of-the-art technology, system analysis and design, global business awareness and communication and time management. The program is the initial step to a rewarding career in Information Services, where you will learn to apply leading edge
technology at one of the major investment banking firms. We offer a competitive salary and benefits package.
If you are ready to make an investment in your future, please contact your career placement center for more
information. Or send your resume to Manager Trainee Recruiting, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.

Resume Submission: September 18
Information Session: October 22
Interviews: October 23

MORGAN STANLEY
Morgan Stanley Is An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Special to THE HOYA

~ With two veteran grad students, a slew
of returning runners and a “very promising freshmen

class,”

the men’s

cross

country team may have what it takes to
run away with a 1991 NCAA title this
year.
Returning from successful senior year
seasons are first-year graduate students
and co-captains Dan Ireland and Mark
i Manley, two of the Hoyas’ top three
runners last year.
According to Head Coach Frank
Gagliano, both runners are allowed to
compete because the NCAA allows ath-

letes a total of four years eligibility.
Ircland and Manley have only competed
for three undergraduate seasons.
“We’re hoping to do NCAA top ten or

Hoyas Win G.W. Labor Day Tournament
By Molly Petersen
HOYA Staff Writer

better,” said Manley, “We only lost one

of our top-seven runners from last year
and everybody is healthy, strong and
focused.”
Returning senior Steve Holman is also
among the top three runners on the team.
After finishing second last year in the
NCAA District II Championships with
a time of 31:10, he led the Hoyas to the
NCAA finals where the team finished
20th in the nation.
The four remaining spots on the team
have yet to be decided. Gagliano said he
See X-COUNTRY, p.12

Experience was the key as the
women’s volleyball team began its fall
schedule in winning style last weekend,
setting and spiking its way to victory in
four of five games which was good
enough for the championship at George
Washington University’s Labor Day
Festival last weekend. Junior Simmone
Kollman, who recorded 54 kills in five
games, was named the tournament’s

Most Valuable Player.
The Hoyas’ first victim, the U.S.
Military Academy, fell in three straight
games, 15-10, 15-9, 15-3, as senior
_ Jeane Erlenborn and Mieke Weaver led

Field Hockey Ready
For Autumn Season
By Joseph Rencic
HOYA Staff Writer

Anyone strolling by Yates during
these fine fall afternoons will immediately notice twenty-two women, armed

only with wooden clubs, practicing intensely but enthusiastically for the upcoming season. The field hockey team
knows that it must practice especially
“hard for this year’s demanding season.
An extremely competitive schedule
and the loss of seven senior starters,
when even last year the team did not

Georgetown with seven kills each.
Weaver also led the Hoyas in digs with
seven, while junior setter Erin Murray
registered three service aces and 21 assists.
The tide turned in the second round for
the Hoyas as Maryland proved to be too
much of a challenge, taking the match in
four tough games (15-5, 15-1, 6-15, 156). Val Vermeulen led Maryland with 12
kills and 11 digs as the match leader in
both categories.
For the Hoyas, Kollman led the way

secure an invitation to the Big East tournament, may indicate that the women’s
field hockey team faces a season which
will test the limits of its talent and tcamwork.
Coach Yvonne Landis said she felt the
team’s success would depend upon

with 11 kills, while West, Weaver and

several variables, but she said she saw

positive signs early in the season. According to Landis, last year’s freshmen
class returned much improved and ready
to challenge one another for starting
positions.

Sce FIELD HOCKEY, p.13

HOYA File Photo

Jeane Erlenborn (right) and Heidi West played a big part in the Hoya victory.

Murray contributed with eight digs
each; Murray chipped in 19 assists to the
losing effort.
There were to be no more losses for
Georgetown. The next day, the Hoyas
defeated host George Washington (157, 15-9, 15-13) and Big East rival Villanova (17-16, 15-9, 15-13) in relatively

easy wins. Heidi West led the squad
with six service aces and five blocks
against George Washington, as Kollman
contributed 13 kills, and Erlenborn led

the team with eight digs. Murray continued to lead the Hoyas with 29 setting
assists.
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By Jodi Padnick

In the other Saturday sweep, this time
against Villanova, Kollman, who is

ranked ninth in the nation for kills, put
down 18 balls. She also had 15 digs and
three service aces. Erlenborn added nine
digs and six kills, while Murray assisted
with 33 successful aces.
The championship match against Ohio
University was over in just onc hour
with Georgetown decisively winning in
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Spikers Lead Off
With a Big Bang
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three short games, 15-3, 15-6, 15-12.

Although Brenda Bailey led Ohio with
10 kills and 11 digs, the experience
provided by Georgetown’s starters
blocked Ohio’s chances. The Hoyas
were led by Kollman (13 digs, 12 kills,
and four service aces), Erlenborn (seven
kills, five digs and three service acces)
and Murray who totalled 27 assists. For
her effort, Murray was named to the
All-Tournament team.
Sophomore Lija Austrins and freshman Lori Loureiro added depth with
significant contributions off of the
bench, a hopeful sign for the future.
This weekend, the Hoyas travel to the
midwest to match digs and scts in the
Illinois State Tournament, facing
Central Michigan, Illinois State and Purduc. If the experience and strength
demonstrated last weekend are any indication, Hoya volleyball will be a force
to be reckoned with.

AMY LUNDY

ListentoUs, YouMightLearnSomething

sants are men, and women are on the sidelines, with un-

canny and glaringly visible regularity.
“You want us guys to stop talking football, don’t
you?” A friend of mine said to me during a conversation
about the New York Giants releasing tight end Mark
Bavaro. I couldn’t believe he would ask me such a question only seconds after I had explained to him that I
thought Bavaro’s leadership skills and never-ending
hustle made him one of the best tight ends in the league.
Didn’t he hear me? It certainly wasn’t an isolated incident. I’ve been excluded from so many all-male sports
discussions that I rarely try to throw in my two cents
anymore, which is a real shame because I’m just as

capable — if not more capable than most men — of discussing a variety of sports-related topics.
I’ve enjoyed many long, equitable one-on-one sports
discussions with men — talks in which I felt my comments were valued. Still, those same men have ignored

my interjections minutes later when other men joined the
discussion.

I’m not alone either. As a big sports fan, I find the exclusion annoying, but women who-earn their living in
sports-related fields find it almost unbearably disconcerting. One female sports reporter for This paper told me
that if she tells a group of guys Will Clark is hitting .333
with 104 runs batted in and 26 home runs, “they look at
me like — what in the world are you?”
Female sports journalists face almost unbreakable barriers. Men just don’t seem to be comfortable with
women like ESPN’s Anne Montgomery telling them that
the Braves are a half game out of first or that Steffi Graf
has the most powerful forchand in women’s tennis.
So what gives, guys? Is it just that you cringe when a
woman comes up to you and says, “Did you see that
slam by Alonzo? How great was that?” I don’t think you
are doing this consciously. But men, think about it.
When was the last time you talked sports with your buddies? Yesterday? An hour ago? Five minutes ago? There
weren’t any women involved, right? Ask yourself why
not. OK. So some women don’t know a lot about sports.
But you guys don’t give us any credit. You don’t allow
for the women out there who are sports fanatics. They
love to talk sports just as much as you do, but they can’t.
They have to keep their lips sealed — unless they want
to be completely ignored or spend a tiresome hour trying
to prove their sports knowledge.
Guys, think about what you’re doing. Open your minds.
Listen to the next woman who tells you that you could
improve your golf game by slowing down your swing. If
‘you listen maybe you’ll have more to talk about the next
time you’re with your buddies.

Through
By Doug Kim
Special to THE HOYA
The Tournament Players Club (TPC)
at Avenel, sight of the Kemper Open, is
also home to the members of the Georgetown golf team. The golf team has
been practicing over 20 hours a week at
the professional 18-hole course in
preparation for the upcoming season.
Use of a facility such as TPC, which
is only 20 minutes from campus, is one
of several advantages that the Hoyas
may have over their competition, according to Coach Tom Hunter.
“The good success the Georgetown
golf team has been getting for the past
five years is due to hard work and having
a facility such as TPC,” said Hunter.
The team lost three players to graduation, including former co-captains and
consistent top-five players Randy Russell and Hank Andries. However,
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this

year’s squad still has a solid nucleus to
work with. The Hoyas use 10 players,
the top five composing the “traveling
team,” making it possible for the sixth
or the seventh player to get hot during a
season and provide a major contribution
to the team.
See GOLF, p.13
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GU Rowers Racing
With Tradition
Special to THE HOYA

Another year. Another crew season.
Another crop of new freshmen.
Another challenge to the Georgetown
men’s crew team to prove that it is really
among the best teams in the Big East.
Despite the loss of an Olympic gold
metalist, the team seems primed for battle by an abundance of new talent and a
strong nuclei of returning varsity
TOWETS.
The team has only slightly cooled off
since its strong showing at the Dad Vail
Regatta last May, where it took home its
fourth consecutive Jack Bratten Team
Point Trophy for overall excellence.
Last season the team also placed fifth at
the prestigious Head of the Charles competition and performed well at the Head
of the Potomac.
The rowers said they hoped to continue the winning trend this season.
The varsity lightweight first boat will
have a whole new look this year without

The Georgetown women’s crew team
underwent major changes last year and
will attempt to capitalize on those improvements this fall season.
Several team members were optimistic about the team’s prospects for a winning season. Junior captain Kathy
Symon said, “I have a positive outlook
because the team is looking forward to
racing and working with coach Paul
again.”
Coach Paul Rylski, now in his second
season at Georgetown, last year
managed the Hoyas to an eighth place
finish at the prestigious Dad Vail races
despite a pre-race collision with the boat
belonging to the Villanova men’s team.
The Hoyas raced with the double whammy of an unfamiliar boat and injured
team members and still managed an excellent finish.
This year the Hoyas will draw on the
knowledge of their returning seniors Jen

See MEN’S CREW, p.12

Have

Wind,

By Jill Wilmot

By Pete Kiernan
Special to THE HOYA

See WOMEN’S CREW, p.12
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Junior Casey Magner shoots safely out of a bunker.

Will Sail
By Nicholas Haley
Special to THE HOYA
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The Georgetown sailing team began
its fall season last week after a surprisingly successful summer season. The
team, which last semester graduated its
two best sailors, has already qualified to
race in the finals of the Anderson Trophy
this weekend at Yale.
Last year the women’s team captured
13th place nationwide and the men’s
team placed 15th. These results were the
best in the team’s 54-year history and
were part of a record that has continually
improved over the past several years.
The teams this year, however, lack
upperclass sailors, according to Head
Coach Jack McDonald. The men’s team
graduated its two top sailors, Paul
:

The women’s crew team concentrates and prepares for their upcoming season.

Jim Mangan/THE HOYA

Donovan, last year’s team commodore,

See SAIL, p.13
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Women of Georgetown: Are you frustrated or what?
Do you know sports? Do you like to talk about Georgetown basketball? Redskin Football? Connors’ tennis?
How many of you have suffered the gnawing frustration that arises from earnestly trying to inject your
opinions into a group discussion, only to be completely
ignored? Isn’t it doubly irksome when you know a great
deal about a particular topic of conversation or when you
feel strongly that you have a valid point worthy of attention?
When the topic of conversation is sports, the conver-

Golfers
Follow

